Abstract: Over the last two decades, we have witnessed a tremendous growth of sequenced genomic data. However, the algorithms and computational power required to expeditiously process, classify, and analyze genomic data has lagged considerably. In bioinformatics, one of the most challenging and computationally intensive processes, which may take up to weeks of compute time, is the assembly of large size genomes. Several computationally feasible sequential assemblers have been devised and implemented to assist in the process. A few algorithms also have been parallelized to speed up the assembly process. However, very little has been done to thoroughly analyze such parallel algorithms using the specific metrics of parallel computing paradigm. It is essential to investigate parallel assembly algorithms to ascertain their scalability and efficiency. The genomic data varies considerably in size that ranges from a few thousand units of data to several billions. Moreover, the degree of repetition in the data also exhibits high variance from one set to another. Therefore, we must establish an association between the nature, size, and degree of repetition in the genomic data and the best parallel assembly algorithm. The paper includes a comparative analysis of some of the most widely used approaches to assemble genomes using the parallel computing paradigm.
Introduction
The field of bioinformatics has seen phenomenal advances since the early 1950s when the structural composition of DNA was laid out by (Watson and Crick, 1953) . Several hundred gigabytes of genomic data have been sequenced, deciphered, and stored. However, the limit imposed by the sequencing technology that allows reading only a few hundreds of DNA bases at a time, makes the full genome assembly process very difficult. The objective is to assemble the DNA structure from a set of millions of overlapping, repeating, and somewhat inaccurate fragments. These fragments are (usually) denoted by strings of characters from an alphabet set ∂ = {A, T, C, G} representing four bases Adenine, Thymine, Cytosine, and Guanine, respectively. In this paper, we will first go over the shotgun sequencing technique and identify the tasks and the data they produce before the data is fed to the assembly programs. We will then explain the need for employing parallel computing and the criteria used to compare different par-allel algorithms. Following that, we will define a frame of reference that outlines a generic sequence of stages of the assembly process. Next, the two commonly used approaches to genome assembly, Overlap Layout Consensus and Euler Superpath, and their parallel implementations will be presented, which will be followed by their scalability analysis and discussion of an experiment using the Overlap Layout Consensus approach and its results. Finally, we will discuss the future trends in this area of research.
Shotgun sequencing
The whole genome shotgun sequencing (WGSS) is a process of breaking up a DNA molecule into smaller pieces so it can be read. The WGSS process typically results in millions fragments, consisting of 10 3 or fewer bases, referred to as "reads". These reads entail very little detail on how to join them back together to create the complete DNA blueprint of the specie being studied. The reads are usually obtained by embedding a piece of the DNA sequence called "clone" into a special host molecule, generally termed as a "vector", which can be replicated in the laboratory to produce multiple copies of the clone. The clone is then separated from the vector extracting reads preferably in opposite directions noting the orientation and the distance between the two reads. This distance is called a "mate-pair distance" and provides an important piece of information used in the later stages of assembly. The extracted pieces are decoded in the laboratory using special processes, e.g. gel electrophoresis (Southern, 1975 ) (see Fig. 1 ). The entire process is all but perfect and yields many poor quality reads, further adding to the difficulty in assembling these fragments. There are special programs, e.g. Phred (Ewing et al., 1998) , which evaluate the reads and assign a quality score to each base to quantify its accuracy in that position. The end regions of reads are usually of relatively poor quality. From a computer science perspective, the process of sequencing a DNA involves various steps many of which can be performed with special multi-phase programs called "assemblers". A typical assembler: (a) reads a set of input reads along with the corresponding base quality scores, (b) detects the overlaps among reads, and (c) aligns the pairs with the most suitable overlap. The process is repeated until no more overlaps are possible, yielding a set of aligned sequences called "contigs". These contigs are then oriented and arranged using multiple sequence alignment techniques yielding a "consensus" sequence. Finally, the relative position of each element in the array is validated using two important pieces of information, i.e. orientation and the mate-pair distance recorded during extraction of the reads earlier in the process. We will discuss the process in more detail in the following sections. Fig. 1 Preprocessing that yields the input to the software based assembly
Role of parallel computing
To compensate for the possible reading errors, multiple copies of the DNA strands are sequenced at the same time to allow for multiple overlaps. This is called "coverage" or "redundancy factor", and is typically in a range of 5 to 12. The coverage or redundancy factor can be derived as (N *l)/s, where N , l, and s are the number of reads, average length of a read, and size of the DNA, respectively. Although the coverage improves the chances of getting better overlaps and hence more accurate results, it increases the size of the data by many-fold and renders the process computationally intensive. This makes the sequencing an excellent candidate for parallel or distributed computing where multiple processors can work on intelligently divided subsets of the data concurrently. Each processor may share and utilize dedicated resources, e.g. memory. The processors may at times communicate intermediate results among each other thereby reducing the overall processing time. As with any parallel program, the usual yardstick to measure the performance of the algorithm is "speedup". A speedup is defined as the ratio of sequential program execution time to the parallel program execution time. It should be noted that a parallel implementation (usually) incurs an overhead because of the communication among processors. A communication to computation ratio, denoted as C2C ratio, provides a measurable characteristic of a parallel program. Moreover, because the parallel program employs multiple processors, it is important to evaluate the utilization of the extra resources, such as processors and memory, to justify the cost associated with using such a high performance computing environment. A key measure providing such a cost benefit analysis is called "efficiency" and is calculated as the ratio of speedup to the number of processors used in the underlying parallel computation. Finally, a very critical factor for the success of a parallel algorithm is "scalability", i.e. the capability to exhibit a consistent performance when the data size grows provided that an increase in the number of processors is also permitted. In other words, there needs to be a balanced relationship between the number of available processors and the size of the data required to efficiently utilize the available resources.
Parameters of analysis and measurement
In this section, we discuss the metrics that will be used to compare the two parallel algorithms for genome assembly. As explained earlier, speedup, efficiency, and scalability are usually the three key metrics to measure the viability of a parallel algorithm. Grama et al. (1993) presented another metric termed "Isoefficiency" to relate the number of processors to the input data while maintaining efficiency, which allows measuring the scalability of an algorithm. That is, how much data should be increased to maintain efficiency within an acceptable range in response to an increased number of processors? The research provided some useful relations that we can utilize to perform our analysis. Firstly, the overhead time can be derived in terms of sequential and parallel times as:
where T p is the parallel time taken by p processors to process the input data and T 1 is the sequential time (using a single processor). Secondly, the input data, denoted by W is directly proportional to the overhead time T 0 . That is, the overhead time increases with the number of processors because the input data must be increased proportionally to maintain the efficiency. Considering efficiency to be constant and denoted by e,
It can be observed that a smaller isoefficiency function means that the input data size can be increased in small increments for efficiently using a growing number of processors resulting in a highly scalable system whereas a larger isoefficiency function indicates a poorly scalable system which requires large increments of data for maintaining the same efficiency when more processors are added to the system.
Frame of reference
For the purpose of comparative analysis of parallel algorithms presented in this paper, we will assume the underlying sequencing process to be based on WGSS as explained before. The two most widely used assembly approaches are "Overlap-layout-consensus" (Batzoglou et al., 2002, Huang and Madan, 1999) and "Euler Superpath" (Pevzner et al., 2001) .
The aforementioned approaches tend to reduce the problem into graphs such that a consensus sequence can be inferred by traversing either all of the nodes or all of the edges exactly once, resulting in a Hamiltonian or an Euler path, respectively. The subsequent text provides an in-depth discussion of the two approaches and their parallel implementations. It should be noted that a few other approaches, e.g. Genetic algorithms (Zhao et al., 2008) , have also been devised but we will leave those out of this discussion. Moreover, we may also use the terms "approach" and "algorithm" interchangeably. The laboratory procedures are outside of the scope of this study.
It is important to understand that even though the objective of each of the algorithms (under study) is the same, the logical flow and the number of stages in each of the algorithms are quite different. Therefore, it is not a straightforward one-to-one comparison of common functionalities. As a result, before we can compare two such approaches with respect to their parallel implementations, it seems logical to lay out a frame of reference using common standards and comparison criteria.
There are multiple variations of both approaches. However, for the purpose of our analysis, we will describe a more generic version that has all of the ingredients of the corresponding approach. We assume a common data set used as input with a total of n input reads, each of an average length of l, with a base coverage of c. For simplicity, we will assume that the reverse complements of the reads also have been added to the mix and are included in n.
Almost all of the assemblers assume that the reads have been extracted and the corresponding base quality scores, mostly optional, have been calculated as prerequisites. Following is a list of high level tasks that are generally performed by an assembler. 2. Detect overlaps by comparing each read r i with r j ∀i, j: 0 < i < n, i < j n. A comparison is two way, i.e. suffix of r i is compared with prefix of r j and also suffix of r j is compared with prefix of r i .
3. Identify repeats consisting of either full or partial reads.
4. Align the most promising overlapping pairs resulting in aligned sequences.
5. Reiterate the above steps until no more overlaps are feasible, producing a set of long and contiguous segments called contigs that are disconnected from each other.
6. Using the orientation and mate-pair distance information lay out the contigs in order.
In the subsequent text, we will discuss each approach with both sequential and parallel version of the corresponding implementation.
Overlap-layout-consensus
This is the most commonly used approach and a large number of assemblers have been implemented based on one or more variations of the overlap-layout-consensus. This approach, as evident from the name, comprises of three high level stages. In the first stage, repeated regions and overlaps among the reads are detected. The repeats are either filtered out or masked by replacing each base value within repeat region with a special character using special purpose programs, such as RepeatMasker (Smit et al., 1996) . The process is reiterated until no further overlaps are detected. The outcome of this process is a set of contiguous segments, contigs that are finally arranged using the orientation and mate-pair distance information obtained during the earlier stages of genomic assembly.
We will now discuss the key tasks in both sequential and parallel implementations of this approach with a focus on deriving time complexity that will be utilized in measuring the isoefficiency. A few parallel versions of genomic sequencers have been published, e.g. (Huang  et al., 2003) , but we will look at a more generic implementation. Following are the various stages of such a generic algorithm employing graph theory.
Finding overlaps
Each input sequence S i is broken into a set K i of smaller subsequences of length k, called k-mers, such that
All k-mers along with their origin information are stored in a sorted array. An overlap between a suffix of one and a prefix of another sequence is noted and can be readily observed as all such overlapping k-mers can be found contiguous in the sorted array. Unique overlaps are further verified using a local alignment algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981) or one of its several variants. For n sequences yielding m k-mers per sequence, a sequential algorithm to generate and sort k-mers and then align promising sequences takes asymptotically O(nm + nmlog(nm) + αn) time, where α is a product of genome coverage and the square of average length of a sequence to account for potential alignments for each of n sequences. A parallel implementation on p processors of the same must asymptotically take O(pT s + nT t + nm/p + (nm/p) log(nm/p) + αn/p), where T s is the start time and T t is the transfer time of a sequence between two processors. It must be noted that T s and T t are infinitesimally smaller compared to the actual processing times.
Building layout
In most cases the layout is a directed graph G with sequences laid out as vertices and the overlaps between two sequences as the edges. Once a directed graph has been constructed, the redundant edges are removed using transitive property. That is, an edge u → v between u and v is removed if two other edges u → z and z → v are found and the sum of non-overlapping prefix lengths of u and z in u → z and z → v, respectively, is equal to the non-overlapping prefix of u in u → v. The reduced graph is to be traversed to find a Hamiltonian path, which is an NP-Complete problem. However, in practice, it is unlikely to find such a path from the perspective of both data and computation but the effort using heuristic algorithms results in subpaths that are recorded as contigs. In terms of time complexity, assuming a heuristic algorithm is employed, a scan of nm entries constructs a basic graph and then removing the redundant arcs can be done in asymptotically O(n 2 m 2 ) time whereas a parallel implementation can achieve the same in asymptotically O(n 2 m 2 /p + logp) time, when ignoring latency during merge operations among processors.
Finding consensus
Using the contigs produced above, a multiple alignment is performed to derive a consensus sequence. Recently, algorithms have been presented that would require asymptotically O(nmlogn) time to align n sequences assuming m n (Edgar, 2004 ). However, a parallel version would be able to achieve the same in asymptotically O(nmlogn)/p time.
Euler path method
The Euler path based approach was originally proposed in (Pevzner et al., 2001 ). This approach reduces the genome assembly problem into an Eulerian path problem that lends itself to a polynomial computational complexity compared to the NP-completeness of the Hamiltonian path seen in the overlap-layout-consensus approach. The central idea of this algorithm is based on sequencing by hybridization where smaller reads are ob-tained leveraging a faster and cheaper sequencing process. It must be noted that the same concept could also be applied to the relatively larger sized reads obtained through Sanger sequencing (Sanger et al., 1977) . For example, a k-mer can be split into l-mers such that suffix of l i overlaps with the prefix of l i+1 for a length of (l − 1)∀i, l: 0 < i k − l + 1, l < k. Using all such l-mers, a directed deBruijn graph (Ralston, 1982) is constructed with suffix and prefix as vertices and the l-mer as the edge connecting suffix to the prefix. Ideally, a path traversing all such edges, called Eulerian path, would include all l-mers yielding a fully reconstructed genome. However, practically, a set of paths is obtained representing multiple contigs due to the presence of repeats and inaccurate data. The algorithm also attempts to identify and remove repeats by finding directed paths where the indegree of the starting vertex and the outdegree of the ending vertex are both greater than 1 whereas all intermediate vertices have both indegree and outdegree equal to 1. Using the relation and position of all of the l-mers in such path, within the original reads, the algorithm distinguishes the repeats from overlaps.
A parallel implementation of the algorithm has been reported in (Shi and Zhou, 2005 ). We will now discuss the key tasks in both sequential and a generic version of parallel implementation of this approach with a focus on deriving time complexity that will be utilized in measuring the isoefficiency. Following are various stages of such a generic algorithm employing graph theory based on ideas presented by (Pevzner et al., 2005) .
Generating k-mers
Considering each k-mer generation as a single operation, the time taken to generate all k-mers is proportional to the product of n and m. The parallel implementation will asymptotically take O(nm/p) time.
Distributing k-mers
This is an extra step in the parallel implementation. However, using a hashing scheme, the procedure takes near linear time, i.e. O(nm). In the parallel version, each processor keeps some k-mers to itself and distributes the others based on the hash value. This may result in some communication overhead but the time complexity in this stage is asymptotically equal to O(nm/p).
Preparing data
The algorithm requires the multiplicities of k-mers to be computed for later use as a boundary condition when traversing paths. In the sequential algorithm, which is achieved by using suffix arrays to store and use k-mers, it takes O(nmlog(nm)) time. In parallel environment, the multiplicity of each k-mers can be calculated as a side step when hashing and distributing the k-mers incurring insignificant time. If the coverage c is not available, then it takes asymptotically O(nm) to compute the coverage. This can be achieved using some fast string matching algorithms, such as the Gusfield's Zalgorithm presented in (Gusfield, 1997 ).
Building deBruijn graph
This task requires the bulk of computing power and time. Hashing may help find the adjacent k-mers faster; however, quadratic time is required to compare all kmers with each other. A slight improvement would be to use the fact that each one of the n sequences was broken into a total of m k-mers. Therefore, those nm edges could be constructed without even comparing with each other. That results in nm(nm-1) or asymptotically O(n 2 m 2 ) runtime complexity.
Traversing the Euler path
An Euler path can be identified in O(E), where nm < E < n 2 m 2 . A parallelized version should take n 2 m 2 /p + pT s + nT t , i.e. asymptotically O(n 2 m 2 /p) time. The Euler traversal of the graph provides the solution, i.e. sub-paths that can be recorded as contigs. The remaining work that includes scaffolding and finishing is generic in nature, which mostly is performed sequentially. Therefore, we consider that out of the scope of this paper.
Analyzing scalability
We will use the time complexities we noted above along with other criteria for evaluating the scalability of these approaches in the following sections.
Isoefficiency comparison
An algorithm is usually characterized by its time complexity that represents a relationship between runtime and the input data. In case of a parallel algorithm, the speedup, a runtime comparison of the execution speed of the parallel algorithm to its sequential version, is normally used as a metric for measuring performance. The efficiency, which is the speedup per processor, is a gauge of utilization that characterizes a parallel algorithm. Assuming a constant data size W , the efficiency decreases with the increasing number of processors. This is due to the fact that more processors are available to do the same work that previously was achieved by fewer processors resulting in lower utilization. It also results in more communication overhead and start-up times, denoted together by T 0 as correlated with input data in equation 2 above. A parallel algorithm is considered scalable if increasing resources, processors in most cases, requires only a proportional increase in the input data to keep the efficiency from decreasing significantly.
The sequential time complexities for different phases of overlap-layout-consensus approach can be summed up at a high level as:
Whereas a parallel version would result in:
Using equations (1) and (2), assuming p 1, and ignoring any lower asymptotic factors, we simplify the above as:
A similar workout for the Euler path approach would yield:
It should be noted that all factors of the T 0 side of the equation contribute to the isoefficiency computation. However, we are more interested in the component that causes the data size to grow at the fastest rate with respect to p (Grama et al., 1993) and therefore it follows that, asymptotically, both equations (3) and (4) have a quadratic isoefficiency in terms of the number of processors. Hence, we can deduce that an increase in the number of processors from p to p new would require input data to be increased by a factor of p 2 new /p 2 . It can be observed that these parallel implementations help decrease execution time and are reasonably scalable considering a small to mid-range parallel computing environment.
Experiment and results
To test and validate the time complexity analysis discussed above, we ran some tests using a modified version of a parallel implementation based upon the Overlap layout consensus approach using C programming language in MPICH environment (Gropp et al., 1996) , an implementation of Message Passing Interface (MPI) framework, using up to 32 nodes in a cluster environment. The cluster runs RH-Linux with an MPICH version 1.2 with a 2GB memory per node. The raw traces of Drosophila Yakuba were obtained from ENSEMBL (Hubbard et al., 2007) along with the corresponding quality scores. A multi-phase program was run and total runtime was used to compute efficiency at different data points (see Fig. 3 ). Each data point represents number of processors from a range of 2 to 32 and the size of the dataset from 13Mb to 200Mb. Most of the data points validate the Isoefficiency derived in equation 3 in the previous section. For example, doubling the number of processors in this case requires almost four fold increase in the data size to maintain the efficiency. At few points, a slight deviation is observed that can be attributed to the communication factor. It should be noted that a similar parallel implementation of Euler path method was not available at the time of this writing and therefore validating equation 4 using empirical data will be done in future.
C2C comparison
A closer look at the above relations reveals that the communication factor is significant in both approaches. Both employ graph theoretical solutions that tend to be communication intensive due to complex and interrelated paths where vertices and edges are spread across multiple processors. The parallel version of Euler path approach has to process a relatively larger number of vertices and edges due to the nature of deBruijn graph, which is centric to the whole approach, resulting in a large C2C ratio compared to the overlaplayout-consensus approach. It must be noted here that a mere comparison of the C2C ratio between the two approaches does not necessarily favor one or the other algorithm; however, it affects the scalability as the number of processors grow larger.
Space comparison
Although most of the metrics used in the analysis of parallel algorithms are time-centric, i.e. focusing on time derivatives such as speedup and efficiency, the space complexity is also a critical factor in evaluating scalability. A general discussion on the subject can be found elsewhere (Reif and Spirakis, 1992) . For the purpose of this paper, we can observe that both approaches can effectively utilize space using a good hashing scheme; however, a larger number of vertices and edges in Euler approach generally require more memory space.
Conclusions
Most published work has analyzed parallel software programs based upon various assembly algorithms by comparing runtime, lengths of the contigs, and error rate. There is a need to provide some additional evaluation of the algorithms, such as their efficiency and scalability for varying data size and complexity. In this paper, we presented a high level approach to analyze and compare two different methodologies used in genome assembly process to establish the importance of, and to provide an insight into, the relationship between the size of the input data and the number of processors available using generic parallel algorithms for the corresponding methodologies. Although a de-tailed comparison of different implementations is not feasible due the fact that each assembler uses unique components to improve speedup, accuracy, or handling of large data sets, having such insight into the overall approach should enable bioinformaticians to select a class of algorithms based on the type and size of the data they are working with and therefore study the cost effectiveness of a proposed parallel system.
Future directions
Ever since its first successful use, Sanger sequencing (Sanger et al., 1977) has so far been the method of choice to obtain the reads used by assemblers. However, with the advent of new technologies (Bentley, 2006; Metzker, 2005) , sometimes referred to as next generation sequencing, shorter reads containing fewer than 10 2 bases are obtained, which is very cost effective. The general implementations of overlap-layoutconsensus are not very suitable for this kind of data because of the large number and smaller size of the reads, which also exacerbates the problem of repeats. Euler approach effectively addresses the issue of repeats and is designed to work with shorter reads. It appears that, as the next generation sequencing becomes a mainstream methodology and gains more popularity, the Euler path approach stands to attain a wider acceptance and a larger role to play in the realm of sequence alignment and, in particular, genome assembly.
